
Matthew Turner Speaking / 
Consultancy Rate Sheet (2017)

As a true storyteller at heart, I love to speak and share what I have learned with an eager crowd. Be this 
through a talk, interactive workshop, or in a one-on-one environment, I bring a certain flair to your 
Conference, Event, Business, or Educational Institution. I tailor each event I do around you and your 
audience, so you may rest in the knowledge that what you get is a unique experience.

2017 Topics:

The Successful Mistake (how to turn failure 
into success, and how to overcome adversity).

The Entrepreneurial Mindset (how to develop 
powerful habits and a successful mindset).

Intrepreneurship (how to embrace this as a 
business, and how to get your staff on board).

Employability 2.0 (how to today’s youth can 
embrace tomorrow’s ever-changing workplace).

Personal Development in The Workplace 
(how to develop the right right mindset, no 
matter what your role for experience).

Ideal Audience:

Designed for new entrepreneurs, entrepreneurs-
to-be, and those studying enterprise & business.

Designed for six-figure business owners, and 
executives climbing the leadership ladder.

Designed for forward-thinking business building a 
culture for millennials (and generation X and Y).

Designed for universities and colleges, and their 
employability programs / student engagement.

Designed for workplace development, and helping 
your staff deal with stress and adversity.

Contact Info:

• matt@turndog.co
• +44 (0)7837995265
• Click Here to Arrange Call

Rates:

Because I tailor each engagement around you and your audience, I have no ‘out-of-the-box’ rate. I prefer to 
speak to you in person (either over the phone or over coffee), and learn more about how I can specifically 
help you. But to give you an idea of my rates, keep the following in mind:

• Half Day Speaking starts at £197 (2-4 hours)
• Full Day Speaking starts at £397 (5-10 hours)

• Half Day Consultancy starts at £297 (2-4 hours)
• Full Day Consultancy starts at £497(5-10 hours)

These rates do not include travel or business expenses, which I expect to recoup if I travel outside of West 
Yorkshire. Above all, I would love to speak to you and learn more about your expectations. My initial 
introductory call is free, so please arrange this  via the link below.

consultancy includes in-depth training, one-on-one work, 
and activities that go beyond a standard workshop.]
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